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stuff we love

great gear

This cutie has stylish frames, but UV
protection should be the top priority.

shady
characters
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Sunglasses do more than
make baby look cool.

S

ure, she looks like a rock star. But there’s another
reason your mini-Madonna should wear sunglasses: Little peepers require extra protection
from the sun. Baby’s eyes have less protective pigment than an adult’s, so they absorb a lot more
harmful ultraviolet radiation. Even if she’s not in direct sunlight, reflective surfaces like sand, water and even asphalt
can lead to UV exposure. There are a number of sunglasses
especially for babies. Julbo makes wraparounds without
hinges, which means no pinched fingers. An elastic strap
holds them in place ($30; julbousa.com). My First Shades

(bottom right), for tots 0 to 24 months, offer 100-percent
UVA and UVB protection. Equipped with a soft neoprene
band, they come in a variety of designs including
pink daisy and green strawberry ($15; myfirstshades
.com). Kushies’ colorful
shades (top right) protect
little ones via scratchresistant lenses with
100-percent UV protection ($5; kushies.com).
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number 2 by
the numbers

Your tot’s favorite activity has you
scratching your head. What’s with all the
colors and consistencies? Fortunately,
there’s a wide range of what’s considered normal. A healthy infant’s poop
schedule can range from one bowel
movement every few days to several in
one day. If you’re breastfeeding, keep
those diapers handy: Breastfed babies
go more often than formula-fed tots.
Normal colors range from mustard-like
yellow (breastfed) to yellow with hints of
tan and green (formula). If baby’s poops
become watery and outpace her feeding
frequency, consult your pediatrician.

packed and stacked First floor: Enfamil. Second floor: Chee-

doc decoder

During your
infant’s well visits, the pediatrician checks numerous
body parts to make sure he’s developing normally. But
doing so requires some poking and prodding. Here’s
a quick breakdown of what the doc is doing.
head The soft spots, or fontanels, are examined to
make sure they’re flat and free of swelling. A tape
measures the size of the head. The results are used
to chart baby’s growth and development during the
first year.
eyes Using an ophthalmoscope, a handheld instrument for internal eye exams, the pediatrician checks
for cataracts. She’ll also use a bright light to track
baby’s eye movements.
abdomen When doc places his hand on baby’s
tummy and presses gently, he’s looking to confirm
that the organs are not enlarged and that there are
no unusual growths or masses.
legs and hips By moving baby’s legs back and forth,
the pediatrician can confirm that the hip joints and
legs don’t have any dislocations.
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rios. ZoLi’s On-The-Go travel formula and snack dispenser is a tower
of timesaving tidiness, making it easy to pack a day’s worth of supplies
in one container. The colorful BPA- and phthalate-free dispenser has four airtight sections that keep contents fresh. Simply
unscrew the section you need, and pop on the clear spout for
a spill-free pour. $15; zo-li.com
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third time’s the harm

No ifs, ands or butts: Secondhand smoke is harmful to babies. Unfortunately, not smoking around
them is not enough. It’s also important to keep
children away from third-hand smoke. According
to a study conducted at MassGeneral Hospital for
Children in Boston, third-hand smoke is defined
as the smoke particles that settle on surfaces like
walls, countertops, floors and carpeting. It’s considered as harmful as secondhand smoke: The
particles contain 250 poisonous gases and metals including cadmium (used to make batteries),
ammonia and carbon monoxide. Babies pick up
the toxins and carcinogens—which can linger for
weeks after a cigarette is extinguished—by crawling on the floor, touching surfaces like high chair
trays and playing with exposed toys. Limit thirdhand smoke exposure by only hiring nonsmoking
babysitters and caregivers, and not smoking
where your child spends a lot of time, such as
your home and car.

 stick with me
Mabel’s Labels can label
the cup on the table or
the cap in the stable.
(We’ve been reading
a lot of Dr. Seuss.)
These durable, colorful
nametags are made for
the little things our little
things leave behind. For
bottles and cups, there are peel-and-stick
labels that can withstand the dishwasher and
microwave. The iron-on labels for clothing
are waterproof and laundry-safe. $19 for a 45pack of sticky labels; mabel.ca

wish i’d known that!

Will those brown eyes eventually turn blue?
It’s doubtful. Blue- and green-eyed babies can develop more pigment as
they grow, so they may end up dark-eyed by about 6 months.

Don’t worry: Chances are, your baby’s case of the
spit-ups is normal. The lower esophageal sphincter, a valve between the esophagus and stomach
that keeps food down, needs time to develop.
Until then, baby may spit up regularly. (It tends to
peak around 4 months.) Here are some suggestions for keeping it to a minimum.
relaaaax Make feeding time a calm experience.
Feed baby before she becomes upset or agitated.
Avoid active play for 15 to 30 minutes afterward.
get up, sit up Feed baby in an upright sitting
position. Hold her or use an infant seat.
pat, pat, pat Burp her throughout the feeding. Do so every 2 to 3 ounces or when you
switch breasts.
check the flow If baby is formula-fed, examine
the bottle’s nipple to ensure that the hole isn’t too
large. Here’s how to check: Hold the bottle upside
down. If more than a few drips of milk fall out, the
hole is too big.
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solving
the spit-ups

